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Current trends in Ianguage teaching are mo!-
ing beyond the goal of developing pureiy lin-
guistic competence, to include that of develop-

ing the communicative competence o[ the

learner. This revision of aims derivei, ¡trinci-
pally, from the fact that the rerm 'comPetence'

has undergone several changcr in the last few

years. The first radical innovation in the field
of linguistics was the introduction of the

dichotomy between 'competence' and 'perfor-

man€e'. Noam Chomsky set a difference be-

tween these two teuns when he defiued 'com-

petence' as "the speaker-hearer's knowledge of

his language" and 'performance' as "the actual

use o[ the language in concrete situations" 1-

Furthennore, he concentrated on accounting

Irir tl're speaker's linguistic comPetence, that
is, the inninsic knowledge of the language

üat provides the basis for the achral use of
the Language.

Therefore, this mentalistic approach stre§ses

the fact that we cannot explain the facts of
linguistic performance without making refer-
ence to the mental processes and innate ca-

pacities of the speaker. This emphasis on üe
creative aspect of language, which rejecte the

behaviouristic view ,that claims üat language

is a condition produced by habitual contact,
had its effects in the classroom.

Methodologists and teachers have st¡ived to

apply this new linguistic analysis to teaching,
and have developed materials that can provide
the learner with the necessary information that
he can proces in order to internalize rhe ru.les

of the language; thus, they are more concern-
ed with the acquisition of rules than with
the acquisition of habits.

Flowever, sociolinguists added another i¡u.
portant dimension to the concept of compe-
tence when they criticized previous linguistic
models. They consider rhar the linguistic
competence stressed ,by Chomsky is not
enough; consequently, they think that it is

not sufficient to be able to understand and
produce an infinite number of sentences. §t¡

far, the emphasis has been put on providing
rules for gramatically correct and well-formed
§entences but it has failed to provide rules
th¿t can govern the use of language in com-

municative situations.

Sociolinguists consider that communi@-
tion takes place in a definite sociolinguistic
situation; accordingly, it is of the utmost im-
portance to know to whom we speak, how,

where, when, and for what purpose. As Hal-
liday puts it "the interest is focussed not o¡r

what the native speaker knows of his üan'

guage but rather on what he does with it" ¿.

Among the functions of language th¿t Hal'

'H.alliday, ia Rerdtrys to, lr?Pkcd Lkqut*ir's' p.
245.'Chom*y, N. (1965) , P. 3
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liday distinguishes he srres$es the interperson-
al function which serves to establish and
maintain social relations for the expression
of social roles, thus, enabling man to interact
with oüer people. This macro-function that
marks interpersonal relationships of all
kinds E will differ de,pending on the role of
the speaker-hearer, on the social context, on
the attitudes and intentions, and on the form
of the messag€; therefore, every communica-
tion act will be characteristic, as different
group's of people use language in varied ways

to achieve different purpos€s.

In spite of the complexity of real commu-
nication it is obvious that people in every

place want or need to expr€ss the same no-

tions. Is is also true that some of these no-

tions, considered as universals of communi-
cation, are f,nore often performed than others,
but on the whole we all need to display emo-

tions such as surprise, pleasure, anger, hope;
we all need to react emotionally to others rby

cxpressing sympath¡ admiration, trust, dis

like, etc.; everybody needs to assume attitu-
des and obligations, such as praise, apologies,

regret, promises, prohibitions, permission or
obligation; we all need to shoru modalities
and dialectics, such as degrees of possibility,
probability, likelihood, doubt, agreement and

disagreement, suggestions, orders, warnings,
acceptance, refusal, emphasis, frankness, etc. a.

Language functions or notions are never

expresed in isolation; this means, for exam-

ple, that we never simply order; on the con-

trary, we always order someone to do some-

thing we want. The same is valid for any of
the other notions we want to express. Thu¡
the conceptual meaning expressed through
tho¡e notions is what is of the utmost impor-
tanee.

Consequently, any language teacher who
bears in mind the latest soci,olinguistic re-

cearches should take into account the social

'Helliday, ia N¿¿, Horizo¡s it Lirrgubtia, p. 143.

'll¡ilhro, D. A 092), p. r{E.

puryose of any utterarlce arrel, aceordiugly,
should try to develop the learner's ability tc,

expres those notions, that is, to interact ver-.

bally. Verbal interaction implies nor only
listening and speaking but also to be able to
react verbally to a given stimulus. The mes-

sages will be determined not only by the
meaning but also by some €xtra linguistic
factors, such as the social role of the partiri-
pants, the place and time in which the com-

munication takes place, etc.

In ,brief, the notional approach forces the
teacher to consider the communicative value
of what he is teaching; accordingly, the nra-

terials he uses should help to expand üe
communicative competence of the learner
and conribute to the expression and deve-

lopment of his own personality. As a conclu-

sion, teachers should put greater emphasis on

teaching tle learner rules of communication
as well as rules of grarnmar r.

What follows is the derription of an ac-

tivity which is just the beginning of an ar-

tempt to reconsider the place of communica-
tive competence in our classrooms.

&OLE-PLAYING C^RDS AND ROLES FOR

DISCUSSION

As communicative competence is a goal ra-
ther difficult to achieve, teachers have al-

ways tried to create opportunities for the stu-
dents to use the language freely and sponta-
neously. Unfortunately, very often when we

resort to 'free conversation exercises' these

experiments end in complete chaos, with few

of the students participating and with the
t€acher doing most of the talking.

Thus, with the aim in mind of develop-
irrg communicative competence, we have

been trying out new ideas to make our cl,as-

ses not only more profitable for the students

btrt also n¡ore enjoyable. One of the techni-
que3 that we have used for about two serDes-
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ters is that of RoLE-pLAyINc c.{RDS which we

have employed in connection with the teach-
ing oI Catenized Vocabulary Units.

These Units have been taught at our De-

partment since 1957. The concept of Cate-

nized Vocabulary, as introduced by Professor

Jack R. Ewer (Modern Languages Dept., Ln-
glish Section, University of Chile) implies
the teaching of small language registers in
units which consist of four sectionsr "the
word matrix", questions, test passage(s) and

projects 6. The presentation of these topic-
based units is built upon the word matrix
where the words are grouped and sequenced

according to idea-association and colloca-

tions; the other three sections are devoted to
practical activities that serve as a context for
language learning.

It should be made clear that the aim of
these units is not to get the learner to me-

rnorize and produce single, is<¡lated word:
but to stimulate, at all instances, . the acdve
use of these lexical items in meaningful sit-
uations. With this purpose in mind, reachers

have devised and created differenr and va-

ried activities (role-playing, games, group
discussions, etc.) that could foster and deve-
lop such an ability. Although we consider

that this approach has successfully worked
with our students, we felt the need to exploit
¡s'h/ $rals in order to encourage the commu-
nicative competen,ce of our students.

This was our main aim when we took the
first step in the preparation of role-playing
cards so as to stimulate free and natural in-
teraction in the classroom. This technique,
used at the ¡rrr (English Language Teaching
Inrtitute) in London, was examined in deaail

when visiting this Institute last March 1977 7;

we were impressed with the many possibili-
ties that the procedure implied, so we decid-

.Forum, VoL x¡, Ne 5 (197t) , p. 22.
r Mis Rosa Rodrlguez ¡vas invited by thc Britirh

Council to visit academic institutions in Grcat Bri-
ain, Ma¡ch 1977.

ed to adopt it, but adapting it to the needs

and interests of our learners.

The content of these role-playing cards

provides guidelines and hints for the students

as to what their verbal interactions should
be, but as we think that they should enjoy
this communicative practice there is no lexi-
cal or structural constraint as to the content of
their messages, so that they can respond ar

spontaneously as they wish. The content of
the cards involves a sort of feedback mech-

anism by means of which the speaker eva-

luates all incoming information and then

answers in accordance with it. J. R. Firth
says that 'the moment a conversation is sfart'
ed whatever is said is a determining condi-

tion for what in any reasonable expectatioa

may follow t.

Summing up, the cards are used to assign

the students their roles, the interaction ,be-

tween speaker and listener, and the commu-
nicative notions they will have to express.

We have tried to present all the information
required by the participants to play their ro-

les adequately in the clearest and simplest

form. Perhaps the time has come to show a

graphic representation of two of the card¡

that we actually use in ou¡ classes: See page
80.

f.et us now tu:fn to the way we have con-

ciucted our communicati.on practice so [ar.
After a C. V. Unit, in this case one on

'Iheatre, has been thoroughly covered in
class, we assign the vocabulary to be review-

etl by the students prior to üe role-playing
activity, so that everybody will be prepared to

participate in the exercise. Thus, we en§r¡re

that the students will be able to interact na-

turally and freely without being hindered by

lack of vocabulary, or by hesitations when

they do not remember the right words to use.

We also consider üat it is esential to teach

the students in advance some of the linguis-
tic forms that they will use to exPre§ cer-

trin notions -ag¡eemcnt, ruggertions, anger,

7S

tFtuü, J. R., in .BzgIúñ Sit¿¡cs Series, p. 2$.



NQ ,l

ROLE.PLAYING CARD
You are o CHILEAN ACTOR

You have been asked to take part in a

panel discussion on THEATR.E rN cHrLE.

ACTION

You must state and defend the work oI
an actor in Chile.
" ! " Greeteveryone.
" | " Point out the conditions un-
der which you work.
" ? " Ask foreign actor to compare
acting in Chile and abroad.
" I " Disagree with art critic on
his remarks.
" I " Agree with director in pro-
blems they [ace.
" ! " Suggest posible solutions

admiration, regret, etc.- which will allorc
üem to communicate in a meaningful way.

When we meet atain, we divide the class

of about 24 studenm into three groups of 8

students each. One group participates at a

time. We ask the students to imagine that
they are mernbers of a panel discussion on
T.V. who are going to discuss, in this parti-
cular instance, Theatre in Chile; then, they

are presentd with the role-playing cards for
the first time. Time is alloted to examine the

cards, get involved in üe roles, and to think
about the course of action they are going to
take. In the ¡neantime, the students of those

groups not involved in the actiyity at the mo-

ment are asked to write down questions on
the topic under discussion to be put to the

members of the panel at üe end of üe dis-

cussion.

When everybody is ready, the members ol
the panel sit lacing the clas and one of

Ne2

ROLE-PLAYING CARD
|'ou arc an ART CRITIC

You have been invited to participate in
a panel discussion on THEATRE rN cHrLE,

AC'TION

You must give your opinion, eirher
good or bad, <¡¡r theaüe and actors in
Chile.
" | - Greetcveryone.
" ! " Point out positive aspects of
Chilean theatre.
" ! " Contrast foreign plays with
Chilean plays.
" ! " Remark on the performance
of Chilean actors.
" ! " Complain about your work
as ;¡:t art cr¡tic.
" ! " Suggest possible solutions to

the problems of theatre in Chile.

them, who acts as moderator, introduces
them. We always try to assign this role of mo-

derator to a student who has a fair command
of the language and the kind of personality
th¿t will keep this activity as lively as possi.

ble, and who will encourage weaker or inhib-
ited students to speak.

Obviously, in these panel discussions stu-

dents talk to each other unconstrained be-

cause they are saying the things they havet

decided to say, depending on their roles, andl

responding to a high degree to what has beert

said before. Thus language, üis rich ancl

adaptarble instrument permits them the rea-

lization of their intentions e.

Each panel discussion, including the ques-

tions from the audience, lasm for about Zli

minutes, but if the response of the class is

c Halliday, M. A. K,, rn Rcalings lor Applied Lin,-

gliJtics, p. 5E.
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overenthusiastic, which often happens, we

let them go on. The role of the teacher dur-
ing the dirussion is to be an observer and
should not interfere with üe natural f,low of
the conversation, unless the mistakes hinder
or interfere meaning. Even though the teach-

er ,makes no corrections he writes down
repetitive errors in ¡rronunciation, structure
or usage, iand discusses them with individual
students once tle ,proce$ is over.

So far we have been using these role-play-
ing cards wiü students of the Third and

Fourth Semesters of Language, in an attemPt

to come to terms wiü the complexities of
real communication at the earliest possible

level.

In o¡rler to prepare them for a more ad-

vanced stage we are nol4r working on a new

procedure, üat of RoLEs FoR DlscussloN,

which also emphasizes communication needs.

In this new type of exercise the student is

also presented with a card which assigns him
a role, but this time he only finds a point of
view stated there and there is no outline as

to what his interactions should be. He is com-

pletely free to express whatever notion he

wants in, qr{gr tg defend the point of view
quoted in the card. The only restriction is

that he must speak "in character", lto matter
what he personally feels or thinks about the

problem under discussion.

Before introducing the speakers we inform
the class as to the content of the cards and
the roles assigned, so that they can prepare
questions to rbe asked at the end of the dis-

cussion. Once the exercise is over the speakers

are given the opportunity to express their
real points of view and to state horv they
really feel or what rheir opinion is on the
topic under discussion.

As an example of this kind of activity we

would like to introduce you to a set of cards
used for discussion in connection wiü a C.
V. Unit on Police and Crime.

TOPIC: SHOPLIFTTNG

ceno N9 l: ROLE: You are a suiPrERMARrEr

OWNER.

FOINT 'AtF VIEW: "Shoplifters

should have their hands cut
off".

cenp N9 2: ROLE: You are a sEopLlFTER.

POINT OF VIEW: "I lift things
from shops because I feel üe
coDpul§ion to do so".

c.rrt¡ NQ 3: ROLE: You are an oLD LADy.

POINT OF YIEW: "I think
shoplifting is lots of fun".

ctno N9 4: ROLE: You a¡e a rrawyER.

POINT OF VIEW: "It is very
difficult to decide what to do
in a shoplifting case".

c.rnp NQ 5: ROLE: You are a cusroMER.

POINT OF VIEW: "Shoplifters
should be prosecuted".

The results of the two exercises mentiond,
RoLE-pLAyINc cARDs and noms FoR Drscussroc{

have been quite rewarding. First of all, *re
Ievel of participation has been very high, with
eyen the rueakest students trying to commu-
nicate what they thought might be o[ interest
to the rest of the group. Secondly, the stu-
dent's self confidence was increased, ias all the
other members of the group reacted and
showed their interest in what was being said.
From the student's point of view the expe-
riences have proved to be intrinsically at¡rac-
tive, since they have given them an opponu-
nity to interact in a meaningful, lively and
interesting way and have let thern show their
originality and creativity.

As a conclusion, if we hope to achieve ge-

nuine communication in our classrooms, we
mu§t create the need to talk and the need to
listen. True interaction must be the ultimate
goal of our teaching. In order to achieve it

8I



we will continue working out situations and
activities where the student is on his own,
t"yirg to use the language for the normal
purpose of language: establishing social re-
lationships, seeking or giving information,
agreeing or disagreeing, persuading or dis-

couraging others, etc.

The students' attitudes have encouraged

us to keep on preparing activities that permit
them to engage their imaginative and venbal

abilities. It is our intention to make them
even more motivating for the students by

stressing their realistic communicative force.

If the two techniques described were success-

ful it is only because the students used the
language for the real thing-communicationl
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